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JIR|TISTIC FIT2ENTS, CB7INET WORK, COZY CORNERS W? DECOI1TION, 
T7PESTRY PAINTING, PTERD DESIGNING, EMBROIDERY, WOOD-CIIVNG, 

l'EPOUSSD E WORK,, POKER WORK, CHINA PAINTING, :SfI_ED G7INSS, Etc, ELc. 

THE peeuliar sbape of this mirror stand at once attracts 
attention as an axt carving, by Dr. Salvati. The front 

pa,rt is formed -by the miniature prow of a gondola dec 
orated with a garland of roses inlaid in colored mosaic. The 

EASEL MFARoR. CARvED BY DR. SAvan. 

Lion of S t. Mark on the -top, and the festoons of roses above 
and below, the griffin by the side,-are all beautifully carved in 
Italian poplar wood. 

EYpTra lace can be bought for seventy-five, eighty-five cents, one dollar 

and one dollar and twenty cents a yard. It was a newly -imported fabric last 

fall, istenty-seven inches wide, comes in most lovely and delicate designs, has 

a border on each edge and launders well. I saw it at one establishment with 

silk curtains draped over it, and it had a charming effect. It is generally used 

the same as Swiss muslin, and hangs from the top of the window to about six 

inches below the window seat. It is looped back with white cord and tassels. 

AN upholsterer and decorator told me that he considered the Egyptian lace 

the prettiest simple drapery that could be found. Indeed, he went so far as to 

say that to his mnd it was more desirable than many of the lace curtatis cost 

ing double the money. He also recommended quite heartily the " cluny glass" 

curtains, which are In ecru with a deep border on the side and bottom, and are 

warrinted to wash perfectly. He showed me a lovely pair for only six dollars, 
and he agreed with me that either of the above mentioned goods were far more 

artistic than the ever popular Irish point, imitations of which you see all over 

the city, in all sorts of places. Much of the so-called Irish point, by the way, is 

Dachesse lace, but people generally don't know the difference, and where is the 
use of enlightening them ? A pair of the latter were hanging before me, Costing 
fourteen dollars, which were remarkably pretty, and duplicates- of which had 
just been sold to a wealthy woman of this city. The Irish point at thirteen dol 
lars and a half and at fifteen 4ollars, were both quite handsome in their way. 

Tals is a speeimen group moulded in the new plastic me 
diam, called "fDenoline,'l and arranged upon a terra cotta panel 
or plaque. The flowers and leaves are moulded by han&d. A 
few hints as to manipulation may prove of advantage to those 

who may be willing to try it; and as the medium adapts itself 
to all kinds of decoration, skillful workers will no doubt suc 
ceed. The denoline is procured in tins of all artists' color men, 
the amount being sufficient for several objects. A small lump 

may be mixed at a time with a little water or oil (water in this 
case being preferable) toll out the material between two clean 
sheets of blotting-paper until the moistutre is partly absorbed. 
and the paste assumes the desired thickness. The petals and 
leaves can be cat with a pair of seissors, and veining, etc., 

'and etc 

ORNAMENTAL TABLET, MODELLED i DENOImNE. 

marked in with an ivory paper knife, and then moulded in the 
hand in much the same way as gatta-percha or putty. Before 
attaching the group to a vase or panel, a layer of the medium 
is put down as a background, and roughly cut up with a paper 

knife, whieh gives a bold effet, and forms a bed for the leaves 
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and stems to adhere to. No gum or glue is ever applied; the 
paste hardens in the course of a few days and becomes so 
firmly attached that it cannot be removed easily. To raise the 
flowers and to avoid flatness, small buts of denoline can be 
packed up underneath, care being necessary so as not to give a 
lumpy and heavy appearance, or to interfere with the natural 
growth of foliage, etc. The separate petals and leaves can be 
laid upon a board and placed near the fire; they harden 
slightly and are more easy to handle while arranging them. 
Any crack or flaw can be remedied by running a wet camel's 
hair brush over the surface; this soon removes all irregulari 
ties. The group, when tolerably dry can be painted in oil or 

water-colors. A wash of iridite gold paint is applied to the 
background and frame of the panel, and the foliage and flowers 
are painted in natural colors; these must be laid on pure, and 
if in oil, can be blended together by adding white paper var 

nish. The colors then remain bright, and give the group the 
appearance of china. Gold and bronze powders are admirable 
for dusting on different portions of the group, and especially on 
rough surfaces in denoline, also in all designs in low relief. 

Earthenware and wood receive the medium well., and with a 
little ingenuity and taste, various ways of working will be 
found, and many satisfactory results may be obtained. 

A vIaRY effective den has the walls covered with a sort of dull green, with 
the design in the same shade as the groundwork. The material is car 
ried out upon the ceiling for about two feet, covering the cornice and leaviDg 
only the centre of the ceiling exposed. On this centre place is a square of 
Indian embroidery, which is edged with cord with loops of the same at inter 
vals of about eighteen inches, and corresponding to these loops there are eyes, 
through which and the loops on the embroidery a cord is passed; by these 
cords the square is stretched almost flat, producing an effect almost similar to 
binding a sail to the boom. This is a novel and not expensive way of transform 
ing a small room into a den. 

ORNAEN;TAL WREATH IN WVROUGHIT IRON, BY CAY. MICHXIELI. 

THIS ornamental wreath is, undoubtedly, one of the finest 
and most elaborate specimens of wrought iron prod uced in 

modern times. The skill shown in the execution of the details 
is marvellous, and the arrangement of flowers and leaves beyond 
praise. The wreath is shown in the art gallery at Olympia, and 
well deserves its prominent place. 

THERE are individuals who are puzzled in where to stop in finishing a 
design. The important point in the effect of the design, In place and finish may 
be carried too far, and ornamental features be unduly multiplied. A finish to 
an excess lessens the pleasure of the spectator, as not allowing play for the im 

agination. Suggestive art, leaving something beyond actual expression is the 
most interesting. 

A VERY pretty method of decorating the opening between 
two adjoining rooms, is to fill in part of the opening with 

a fitment, such as is shown in the illustration herewith, 
the doorway at the arch being draped with tapestry as indi 

DESIGxr FOR DECORATING AN OPENING BETWEEN Two Rooms. 

cated. The design of the fitment may be either in the Arabic, 
Chinese or Japanese style, all of which are equally pretty; or a 
mixture of all three may be attempted, as shown in the illus 
tration. 

ELEGANT covers for sofa pillows are made in heavy upholsterer's satin and 
of artist's sateen in what are known to some as Louis XV. designs. This em 
broidery is done with ribbons not wider than coarse broom straw, with effect 
very similar to Pompadour designs, which have been handed down on silk and 
satin brocades. They consist of bouquets, sprays and garlands of small blos 
soms, and foliage in the colors of nature, the work in application entirely, with 
the exception of the stems. Nothing in fancy work could be more daintily 
beautiful than this embroidery, every flower and leaf formed of delicate ribbons 
and perfectly faithful in imitation. 

IN a house recently finished, the reception room, which opens on the en 
trance hall is a charming apartment. The walls are covered with real lace, the 
design being an arrangement of cobwebs and butterflies. The lace is after 
wards decorated in an ivory tint. There is a dado rail around the walls, divid 
ing the lace decorated surface into two parts. There are two friezes on the 

wvalls, the upper frieze being of the same design as the ceiling, the whole con 
sisting of square panels in turquoise blue tints, the borders and star in each 
panel being moulded in relief, having the high lights tinted in cream. There 
is a finely moulded centrepiece in plastic relief, in blended tones of blue and 
cream, and the mouldings in the corner are picked out in the same tints. In 
bold contrast to the blue veiling surface, and in harmony wvith the ivory lace of 
the walls, the lowver frieze is filled with Empire ornaments in plastic relief, fin 
ished in old ivory and gold. There are alternations of garlands and acanthus 
repeats, forming a brilliant decorative band around the apartment. 
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BLACK enamel for furniture is obtained by giving the wood 
three coats of black paint mixed with copal varnish and tur 
pentine, next rubbing the surface with pumice stone and water, 
then applying a coat of copal varnish, and finally rubbing this 
down to a polish with oil. 

TAKE a square of chamois and fashion it into a unique lamp mat by laying 
grape leaves on the edges and cutting them out in that shape. Then when you 
have a border of this pretty foliage, tint each leaf with water colors and lustre 
paints in bronze, copper and green. 

THE characteristics of the Louis Quinze style are gilding, ornate sculpture 
and tapestry. Furniture, whether of -wood, copper, bronze or marble, Is all 
richly hand chiselled. Even picture frames are elaborately sculptured. Artists 
of high ability in that day lavished their skill on the carving of table legs, with 
the result that the pier table became an objective point of interest, and greatly 
attracted the attention of connoisseurs. Some of these tables were of bronze, 
some had feet of copper or bronze, 'and all were carved in high relief, with 

medallions and ribbons and wreaths of flowers. 

THE millennium of decorative painting seems to be ap 
proaching, now that we are assured of washable colors. Here 
tofore the art has had its sharp limitations, and many women, 
skillful with the brush, lay it down with a sigh to take up the 
laborious needle, when it is a question of ornamenting articles 

whose freshness must be often renewed. It will not be long, 
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STAND FOR POSTALS IN PYROGRAPHY (SIDE AND BACK[ PANEL ADJOINING). 

however, before tea-cloths, bureau-covers, and all the long-list 
of such belongings may be rich with painted flowers and vines, 
and yet be eligible to the washtub as well. 

- SIEAWEED, for the collection of which lady visitors at the- sea 

shore have an opportunity, may be used for numerous decora 

ti-ve purposes, as on the lids and sides of glass caskets, borderis, 
and even on the foreground of wvater-color paintings and on 

picture and mirror frames. Alsgo monograms and many fanci 

fu-ii rloo C di ns ay" be fovrmedl 'with seaweed, 
,u 

make .l 

celet ores orth utid srfc o te l 00ofaqa 
rims Wh( colcedte:redid:ewe>botngppr 

howtevr befores tea-cloths,bureau covrs mand all the long listb 

eandlydetabed elgble to the washtub aeeswell. ohelavs 

1SEAWE i eD, us for the collctio of rnd which ldvisitors cluatted sea 

enandceve one' themforegraounda.I of water-olorn phaintwings afnd ontch 
picture lande mirrors frameis. falsteeo monoglrams, and many francwi-h 

andstheonl twashd with meastiach gum dissrolvedg chin. Turenmtione,f 

rocking causes the fan to wave lightly over the sitter's head, giving a refreshing 
breeze without any effort beyond the rocking, which most Americans are given 
to. I have often heard and read suggestions for turning to some useful account 
the restless habit of rocking, but I have never before seen anything carried out 
In that direction. Another equeilly or more useful purpose this waving fan 

above the head might accomplish, is to drive away the mosquitoes that hover 

over their victims as soon as twilight begins to fall, and one wishes to enjoy a 

cool repose on the veranda. The brain of man is ever working to Invent some 

thing to add to the comfort of living. 

GOLD, silver, wood, tin and rice covered low shoes, with 
French heels and Spanish arch instep, are used as flower hold 
ers for wedding feasts, the silver and rice covered ones being for 
the original celebration, and others for succeeding celebrations. 

They are gracefully filled with flowers and grasses. 

A COSEY CORNER. 

C OSEY corners, if well arranged, may be ranked among l,he most notable im 

provements in modern room fitments. The one of which we give a sketch 
on next page is part of a highly artistic scheme of furnishing recently de 

signed by a London decorator and carried out by him with excellent taste. In 

general character the room bears the imprint of the Louis XV. period, with its 

graceful outlines, and rich harmonious coloring. The color scheme adopted is 

in tones of coffee color and gold, with a due proportion of varying depths of 

blue and old gold, and just sufficient rich crimson to produce the cheerful effect 
so desirable in a drawing-room, for which reason the educated demands the 

presence of the three primary colors in their proper ratio. Conforming to this 

rule, the walls of the room in question are covered with a rich coffee colored 

and gold brocade, the design of the ornamental raised frieze of old gold being 

picked out upon the background in tints of blue and gold. 
The cosey corner, chimneypiece, doors, etc., are in coffee color enriched 

with gold, and the boldly debigned scroll ceiling is in soft ivory color, the cor 

nice being enriched with gold. 

The silk brocade window curtains and draperies are in rich tones of blue 

and brown artistically arranged, and the furniture is covered in various rich 

fabrics of Aubusson tapestry etc., in various tones of soft and deep blues, 
vellum color, browns, golds and crimsons, with an Axminster carpet of the 
richest description in various shades of dull blue. 

The rest of the furniture-an exceedingly pretty China cabinet In fumigated 

mahogany, a writing, table, folding screen, occasional tables, etc., has been 

carried out In keeping with the general design. Altogether the whole arrange 
ment is most creditable to the refined taste of the designer, and original in 

many of its features. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

FREBHOLD, N. Y., Aug. 20, 1S92. 

We have just rented a country house containing five rooms and a kitchen, 

with a delightful porch which we wish to transform into a cosy cottage, and 
will thank you very much if you will give us some ideas as to how to go about 

the economical and practical furnishing of the house. We have no hall, the 
entrance being directly Into the large double room on the ground floor. There 
is a rather wide open stairway with broad easy steps that carries you directly 
from the sitting room to a tiny hall upstairs. The lower rooms are divided only 

by the wall of the stairway, and the corresponding projection of the wall oppo 

site, giving somewhat the effect of an open doorway. The walls and ceiliDgs 
are plastered, but are Innocent of any finish. The woodwork has received a 

priming of white paint. The floors are rough and uneven, and the kitchen evi 

dently home-made, and constructed out of odds and ends. Economy is our 
motto, and will be thankful for any advice you will give us as to decorating 

such a house. 

Very truly yours, 

MRS. C. HENDBESON. 

Answer.-We think you had better dismiss the idea of painting or papering 

the walls, and use calsomine instead, which is cheaper, and is quickly applied. 

The downstairs ceiling should be tinted in the palest cream, a deeper tint of the 
same color, with the woodwork painted to match. Get some brown denim for 
the frieze, which cut in ten-inch strips, and stretch tightly around the top of the 

walls. Hold it in place at the top by a narrow fine moulding painted to match 
the brown of the denim, while at the bottom a picture rail in gilt will be both 

useful and ornamental. It is quite easy to improvise a stencil, using simple 
geometrical figures for a design; by means of this stencil and some gold paint 

you can work a pretty design on the frieze. Cover all the floors with white mat 

ting. In the sitting room relieve the monotony by a generous use of rugs. For 

draperies, fine white cheesecloth, with double linings of the same material, first 

pink and then yellow, will be artistic. These can be thrown over poles, and 

draped as taste will suggest. Portieres for the various openings can be made of 

burlaps, having a band of soft brown Canton flannel, on which has been coached 

bold design in gold cord. Cover a couch with brown denim and thrown on it 
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